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Forgotten APL Influences

Jon McGrew

Forgotten APL Influences
Each of these conferences typically focus on the future, rather than simply reviewing 
the past and rehash what we did years ago. I appreciate that. However, because this is 
the 50th anniversary of APL, my presentation is going to talk about history.

I realized that there are a lot of things from the past for which APL really should get 
high marks, some of which seem to be forgotten. These are places where APL has really 
made its mark and made an influence in the world around us, but it may have been 
forgotten that APL was ever involved with that. We all use instant messaging, word 
processors, and spreadsheets… but are you aware that these all have links to APL? 1

Figure: “A Programming Language” textbook, 1962

There are so many dates that we could have 
chosen for this —all of them reasonable. And 
finally, I realized that the first workspace that 
the developers saved was still there, and for the 
users of our time-sharing systems which we 
were run ning there in Kingston, New York—
the people who would be receiving my news-
letter— I thought that the more important 
point to them is the history of what they are 
actually using, not necessarily the notation 
that preceded that, so back in the mid-1970s 
I chose workspace 1 CLEANSPACE as being 
a starting point for APL:

1 Given as a multimedia presentation at the APL 50th Anniversary Conference at Böblingen, Germany on 29 November 2016

Before I get into that, I have a list of Thank 
You’s, and one of the things that I will start 
with is workspace 1 CLEANSPACE. I put 
out an APL newsletter in the 1970s and 
’80s, internal to IBM, called The APL Jot Dot 
Times, and in the mid-1970s, I wrote an ar-
ticle for it about the history of APL at that 
time, and one question that I wanted to ad-
dress was, “When was APL ‘born’ ?  ”

That turned out to be a more complicated 
question than I had expected, so finding a 
good answer became kind of a quest for a 
while. The problem was, should we con sider 
its starting point to be when Ken Iverson first 
started to come up with ideas for his nota-
tion, or when he started using the material 
for teaching at Harvard, or when he sent 
his seminal book to press (“A Programming 
Language”[1,2,3]), or when the publisher first 
made that book available to the public, or 
when he joined IBM, or when his group first 
started implementing it on the computer, or 
when the first product was released, …or… ?

Forgotten APL Influences
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      )LOAD 1 CLEANSPACE
SAVED 1966-11-27 17.53.59 (GMT-5)

I have noticed that some people have also 
pointed to the 1991 issue of the IBM Systems 
Journal [4] which celebrated the 25th Anniver-
sary of APL, saying that this under scores 
the validity of using 1966 as the starting 
point for APL. I agree; thank you—that was 
the issue which Ray Polivka and I created 
for that event.

Michael S. Montalbano also had some dis-
cussion of workspace 1 CLEANSPACE in 
his 1982 paper, “A Personal History of APL.”[5]

I’m not sure how many other people also 
started looking at APL’s “date of birth” back 
in the 1970s. But I was pleased to see that this 
con ference observed that as the starting point 
for APL.

•

So I am going to start with some back-
ground by just talking about some of the 
people involved, with a huge Thank You to 
each of them:

Figure: Original APL\360 Design Group

This photo[6] shows members of the orig-
i nal APL\360 Design Group and probably 
most of you know the players, but for those 
of you who don’t, Ken Iverson and Adin 
Falkoff, of course, were the key players who 
were in charge of designing and creating 
the APL language, and those who actually 
did the implementation work were Dick 
Lathwell, Roger Moore, Phil Abrams, and 
Larry Breed. They were the original devel-
op ment team for APL\360. This is a picture 
that was taken at the I. P. Sharp Conference 
in Toronto in 1982.

…And by the way, just as an aside, does it 
ever bother you how people sometimes get 
rather arbitrarily cropped out of pictures?

Figure: Photobombed?! …“Which one is not like 
the others? Which one doesn’t belong?”

A friend showed me this uncropped photo, [7] 
and… well, okay, so it wasn’t actually all that 
arbitrary in this case; I’ll have to admit that 
that’s me skulking about in the background, 
lurking there in the shadows— but I was 
never  part of the APL\360 Design Group. 
This photo was taken in the conference hospi-
tal  ity suite, and I just happened to be coming 
in for coffee. I had no idea they were taking 
a picture there that day, and I certainly had 
no intention of photobombing anyone. Oops.
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Another piece of history that I’ll show you 
is this photo[8] from an ACM meeting in 
Las Vegas in August of 1968. IBM put quite 
a large booth together, and notice that there 
are several IBM 2741 terminals[9,10] set up, each 
with television cameras pointed at them and 
monitors above them so that people could 
see what was being typed on the page; this 
was back before video display terminals were 
as commonly available:

Front: Arnold, Sandra Pakin, Conroy, Adin Falkoff; Back: Crane,
B. Bergquist, T. Wilson, Van Guilderan, Al Rose, Mike Montalbano

Figure: APL at ACM meeting in Las Vegas in 1968

None of this so far has anything to do with 
the Forgotten APL Influences, but because this 
is a 50th Anniversary Confer ence, I thought 
that we ought to observe some of our collec-
tive APL back grounds.

•

■ My background

Here’s a little bit about my own background:

 • I am retired from IBM.

 • I have been using APL since 1971.

 • APL became my career in 1975.

 • I worked in the APL support team for a 
large timesharing system in Kingston, 
New York. We had users in 17 countries 
using our machine.

 • I then worked on APL projects in the 
group called Numerically Intensive Com-
puting. More about that in a bit.

 • I was a member of the APL Development 
team at IBM during the development of 
APL2.[11] The main group was in Califor-
nia, and we had part of that same depart-
ment (under the same manager) in Kings-
ton, New York. (We liked to consider it to 
be Distributed Intelligence, but some may 
disagree.)

 • Later, I worked in APL development at 
Morgan Stanley on the Aplus[12,13] project, 
which is their own in-house version of APL.

 • And so that I don’t misrepresent myself, 
let me point out that I was not one of the 
APL implementers— I didn’t work on 
the internal code. I focused mainly on 
the language itself, and attended many 
of the design meetings and tried to argue 
for what I believed in regarding language 
design. My main function there was APL 
programming and APL documentation.
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So in putting this together, one problem 
that I had was, where do I draw the line on 
history discussions? It’s hard to decide whe-
ther or not to include some of the APL ap-
plications, because there have been count-
less thousands of them, some of which are 
truly notable. I’ll list just a few of them here 
and then not cover them further in the rest 
of the more detailed presentation:

 • Program trading: We all hear about how 
the Wall Street people have program 
trading, where the buying and selling is 
done automatically, and most of that has 
been done with APL.

 • Insurance companies have tradition-
ally used APL very heavily, to the point 
where, as I visited insurance customers, 
I was surprised to discover that many of 
the actuaries thought that APL was the 
Actuarial Programming Language, be-
cause it was so well suited to what they 
needed that they assumed it was de-
signed for them.

 • Automated warehouse: Chuck Norcutt, 
a coworker in my department, created 
the code to keep track all of the products 
in a major IBM warehouse. This project, 
written entirely in APL, ran a large ro-
botically-automated warehouse in Ra-
leigh, North Carolina.

 • IBM mainframe configurator: Ordering 
a mainframe computer is a very compli-
cated process. There are a lot of options, 
many of which are mutually exclusive. 
So for decades, that was all being han-
dled by a complex set of APL functions. 

I understand that at one point they had 
a team of 125 people working on rewrit-
ing it in a different language— and they 
failed because it was just too complex.

 • Space shuttle: The landing of the NASA 
space shuttle was being calculated for a 
while by APL; the trajectories were be-
ing computed with APL functions from 
the IBM Federal Systems Division.

And while any of these topics and many 
others like them might be interesting (and 
each could be a presentation of its own), 
I’ll try to focus this discussion on areas 
where the power of the language or unique 
features within the language have made it 
stand out, and places where other langua-
ges and processes have emulated what APL 
did, rather than simply discussing applica-
tions, no matter how interesting they are.

A deciding point regarding material to be 
included is: Does this cause you to say, “I 
didn’t know that APL was involved with 
that!”?

•

I have broken this presentation into two 
sections, the first being “Places Where APL 
was Early to the Game.” By this, I mean that 
we will discuss approaches or technologies 
which APL did not invent, but in which 
APL was used to good advantage early on, 
accomplishing things that other tools didn’t 
or couldn’t accomplish in those days. And 
the second section will be “Things that APL 
Pioneered,” for those things that actually did 
originate with APL.
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► Section 1:  Places Where APL was 
“Early to the Game”

■ Instant Messaging

Although I am certainly into technology, I 
was somehow a late adopter when it came 
to smart phones. My wife and I finally traded 
in our flip phones for smart phones just two 
years ago — and at that point, our son laughed 
at us and thought, well, they’re finally getting 
into the 21st Century. “So I can actually send 
you a ‘text’ now, right?  Do you even know 
what that is? …You’re almost starting to get 
into the modern age.” And I said, “Ian, I’ve been 
using instant messaging since 1971.” (A blank 
stare from our son at this point, basically imply-
ing, That’s back when the dinosaurs roamed 
the earth, isn’t it?)

This is what really got me thinking about 
all of the things that APLers have used for 
decades, and which we may have forgotten 
were APL facilities years ago. That was the 
basis for starting this paper.

Messages used to be handled by an APL 
system command and that was, by any 
other name, instant messaging… or if you 
prefer, text messaging. Messages were limi-
ted to 120 characters. As an example, let’s 
send a note to “Bob,” where 265 is the port 
number that he is on (which I would get 
from the “)PORTS” command):

      )MSG 265 HI, BOB. READY FOR LUNCH?
SENT

His response might be:

265: OKAY. BTW, I ONLY HAVE 20 MIN.  :-( 

I want to point out also that we used these 
abbreviations, such as “BTW” for “by the 
way” —none of this is really new— we used 
that back in the mid- to late-1970s, and that 
smiley face, or the frowning face in this case, 
:-( …we used all this back then.

And the fact that we were sending those 
text messages around the world back then 
brought up another important aspect of this:

■ International PTT operations

PTT is “Postal, Telegraph, and Telephone” 
service, and it is the agency within govern-
ments around the world that controls com-
munications. These days, we are very used 
to the idea of just taking a cable and plug-
ging it into the wall — Ethernet or coax or 
whatever you have, and talking to the whole 
world — and it works so smoothly that we 
don’t think about it. But that wasn’t always 
the case. PTT has been a tightly-controlled 
monopoly in most countries, and you could 
not simply set up your own communication 
across borders.

Now, in the mid-1960s, along comes APL 
with this nifty built-in messaging command, 
and we want to support users around the 
world. How do we do this? A company which 
was instrumental in changing how PTT’s 
handled messaging like this was I. P. Sharp 
Associates (IPSA) in Toronto, and my hat is 
off to them for taking on (and winning!) 
battles at the country level to make sure 
that they could have a message command in 
APL and send messages back and forth.[14] 
This all predated email, of course, so they did 
groundbreaking work on setting up a world-
wide network, which included messaging.
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■ Packet switching

The next part of this is that the I. P. Sharp 
APL network itself was groundbreaking in 
several ways. They developed one of the 
early packet-switched networks.[15,16] This 
is simply a faster, more efficient, and more 
reliable means of sending data around the 
world. Their semi-private network was of-
ficially called IPSANET,[17,18] and it became 
operational in May of 1976. This was im-
plemented by Roger Moore, who was also 
one of the original APL implementers at 
IBM. So although APL didn’t invent packet 
switching, it was really one of the very first 
users of that technology on a grand scale.

■ Interactivity

Another part of APL’s power is its interac-
tivity. To get into that, let me first discuss 
the Grace Murray Hopper Award.[19,20] This 
award is named for Rear Admiral Grace 
Hopper[21] and it has been given out since 
1971 by ACM (the Association for Com-
puting Machinery). The award goes to a 
computer professional who makes a single 
significant technical or service contribu-
tion before or at the age of 35. This is a very 
prestigious award.

Dick Lathwell, Larry Breed, and Roger 
Moore each received the Grace Murray 
Hopper Award in 1973.[22] But the thing 
I want to point out here is that it was not 
given to them for the APL language — there 
was no discussion in their award that con-
gratulates them for the notation. Instead, 
it was presented for “setting new standards 
in simplicity, efficiency, reliability and re-
sponse time for interactive systems.”[23,24] We 

sometimes forget— everything is so inter-
active these days, we are used to hopping 
on a computer and typing something and 
immediately getting a response or going 
onto a website and doing the same thing. 
But it wasn’t always that way, and a lot of 
the push in getting things to be interactive 
started with APL. So as with other items in 
this section, APL didn’t invent that, but it 
was very early to the game.

Figure: An early Gilman and Rose textbook

A tribute to the new approach was the 
Gilman and Rose textbook,[25] one of the 
early textbooks on APL (1970). It was na-
med “APL\360: An Interactive Approach,” 
because interactivity was the new and exci-
ting focus at that time, replacing batch ope-
rations, so in many ways like this, APL hel-
ped to usher in the new era of timesharing.

■ APL helped to usher in the era of 
timesharing

In the mid-1960s, one of the early time-
sharing users was NASA. APL sounded like 
a good tool for them, and they were eager 
to start using it, but at the time, they had no 
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way to even dial into a computer system, 
and back then, the phone companies didn’t 
have much expertise in helping people with 
data questions, and had no modems to pro-
vide to customers. So I was told that it was 
Adin Falkoff who drove 250 miles from IBM 
Yorktown to the NASA Goddard Center near 
Washington with ten Bell System 103A2 tele-
phone data set modems so that they could 
get on-line with APL: [26]

Figure: Phone company-supplied modems, c. 1962

APL provided timesharing in an era when 
many people hadn’t yet heard of the con-
cept. In many areas, APL introduced peo-
ple to timesharing.

■ APL public libraries

Years ago, we became used to the idea that 
the “APL public libraries” offered reposito-
ries of a wide variety of programs and in-
formation. Of course, many other systems 
that any of us have worked with have code 
repositories, and places where you can go 
to get help information and so forth. But 
the APL public libraries always went way 
beyond that, offering not only code librar-
ies with routines such as Fast Fourier Trans-
form and Statistical Analysis, but also 

in for  ma  tional sections such as on-line 
phone books, ordering information for pub-
lica tions, news, email and more— just a lot 
of things that are unrelated to the computer 
system you’re using. Public Library work-
spaces were created on a huge range of topics. 
The Syracuse University Computing Center 
had once commented that “the sheer vol ume 
of material in this library system was over- 
whelming.”[27]

Eventually—much later—this whole concept 
and the work that so many people had put 
into creating these varied facilities ended up 
evolving into… websites.

■ Election coverage

Election coverage wasn’t an APL first; Uni-
vac had done this before, but it’s another 
example of a place where APL was early in 
getting into the game. CBS got election tally-
ing via a dial-up connection into an APL 
time sharing system.

 

Figure: Election coverage with APL

I suspect that it was probably still back to 
that early system in Philadelphia that the 
APL Design Group used, and one of the 
stories about this is that Walter Cronkite 
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was delivering election results at one point, 
and then he sort of stopped, and there was 
some confusion— back in those days tele-
vision news didn’t have the flow that it has 
today, so when a problem came up, they 
would sort of stop and look around. The prob-
lem was that Walter Cronkite had acciden-
tally kicked  the modem under the table 
with his foot and the phone line was dis-
connected. So as he was trying to fill time, 
one of the technicians was crawling in un-
der the table in front of him to dial up the 
APL system again and get it back on the air 
so that he could get some more election re-
sults. …“And that’s the way it is.”

But even with an occasional glitch like this, 
the point is that APL was very early in helping 
to bring this kind of information to people.

■ Early public computer 
demonstration

An early goal was just getting to show the 
public what a computer is all about, and this 
is a place where APL was involved very early. 

Figure: IBM 2741 Selectric Terminal

A computer demonstration was set up at the 
Franklin Institute Science Museum in Phi-
ladelphia, consisting of an IBM 2741 (Selec-
tric typewriter-style terminal)[9,10] connected 
to the APL Design Group’s machine in the 
middle of Philadelphia — and that’s proba-
bly the first view that people in Phila delphia 
had of what a computer was all about. They 
could actually get onto the 2741 and type in 
APL expressions, so of course this was all 
hands-on. Probably these days we wouldn’t 
let people use a live connection into a deve-
lopment system, but somehow it all seemed 
to work back then.

■ Computer Viruses

Do you remember the old “self-replicating 
APL expressions”?[28] The challenge was, 
what is the shortest piece of APL code you 
can type that will return itself — an expres-
sion that would return exactly what you 
typed? It has to have some computing to it; 
it has to have at least one function, so you 
can’t just type “4”, for instance. Here is an 
example of an expression that returns itself:

      22111'''22111'''
22111'''22111'''

Okay, there’s no practical point to it, just 
some fun, and perhaps it’s a learning tool, 
but as a self-replicating expression… well, 
a variant of that —perhaps a distant cou-
sin of that (…or maybe its evil twin)— is a 
virus. So when did the first computer virus 
get created?

I read through a lot of articles on viruses 
and one from the BBC talked about what 
they claimed was the first computer virus, 
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and it dates it at 1983.[29] Another article 
struck me as being interesting, which said 
that in 1982, a student named Rich Skrenta 
at Mount Lebanon High School in Pitts-
burgh, Pennsylvania wrote the “Elk Cloner” 
virus[30]— that caught my attention because 
that was my high school (…but no, I didn’t 
write any viruses). Skrenta was in 9th grade 
at the time and he created a virus that was 
originally supposed to be a practical joke, 
but it got out of hand, and that was what 
this article claimed was the first virus, in 1982.

However, at a meeting of IBM’s APL ITL 
(Interdivisional Technical Liaison) Com-
mittee[31] in California in 1976 or 1978, we 
had discussions of computer viruses — and 
that was a new term to us at the time. Larry 
Smith was an IBM executive who had been 
appointed to study this new phenomenon, 
and he came to our conference and talked 
about viruses. He surprised us by pointing 
out that the first computer virus was writ-
ten in APL.

Now, I am pleased that I don’t have to re-
port that this virus was damaging —  it was 
not. He emphasized that this was a bene-
ficial virus. (…A what?) As he described 
it, this procedure could replicate correc-
tions to other machines and it was there-
fore described as being analogous to a flu 
shot, delivering a carefully-controlled virus 
to protect you. Obviously, the correction it-
self had to be correct and he pointed out 
that when they realized that other viruses 
written in any language had the potential 
to do harm, they really started studying this, 
and he was appointed to be in charge of that 
study. These discussions precede other virus 
articles that we read about elsewhere.

■ Email

Although there are some differing opinions 
as to when the first email system appeared, 
credit has at times been given to an MIT in-
house system, which was developed in 1965.[32] 
This was a very limited system, intended for 
use just within their own campus. The other 
con tender is a system created by Frank Bates III 
of Mobility Systems, written  in 1971.[34] These 
were both very limited systems, with neither 
one handling any commercial usage.

A discussion of “Internet in Its Infancy”[32] 
tells us that “By the end of 1971 there were 
23 computers at 15 different locations con-
nected to the ARPANET … The following 
year [1972] the first true email software was 
written, and email rapidly became the most 
popular application on the network.” This 
first “true” email system was created by 
Larry Breed, one of the founders of Scien-
tific Time Sharing Corporation (STSC) in 
Bethesda, Maryland. He created it in 1972, 
and it was of course implemented in APL. 
This very successful email system was de-
scribed as the “APL*PLUS Message Pro-
cessing System Mailbox,” or known to their 
customers simply as “the Mailbox.”[33]

In that same Internet history article, the 
follow ing statements were made about the 
STSC mailbox:

“In 1976, email was first used to gain pol-
it i cal power. Jimmy Carter and Wal ter Mon-
dale used email during their U. S. presi den-
tial campaign to co-ordinate their sched ules. 
They won the election and Carter be came a 
strong supporter of the internet. Each of 
their emails cost about US$4 to send.”[32]
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White House Press Secretary Jody Powell 
talked about how they used the STSC Mail-
box to help them with Jimmy Carter’s success -
ful 1976 U. S. Presidential campaign, saying:

“One of the constant problems in a poli-
tical campaign is caused by the fact that 
things happen in rapid succession. The 
candidate tends to be one place, most infor-
m a tion —the ‘good’ information— tends to 
be another. We of course used the Mailbox 
system to get that information and have 
it available when the candidate and travel 
party needed it. It saved  us some time, it 
saved us some money … I think you’d have 
to say, all in all, that it worked out pretty 
well.”[34]

This same email system was also used by 
I. P. Sharp Associates (IPSA) in Toronto; 
these two “friendly-rival” APL timesharing 
companies shared the same code for their 
email. Leslie Goldsmith at Sharp rewrote 
it to incorporate greater security. That new 
facility was then known to the Sharp APL 
customers as “666 BOX”.[34,35]

So, with just one or two very limited, in-
house systems preceding these early APL 
mail systems, I can’t quite claim that APL 
actually “invented” email, but in a practical 
sense, maybe that is the case: APL systems 
offered their users the first “real,” wide-
spread, global email service. And all of this 
was available to APL users before the term 
“e-mail” had even been coined.[36]

I had purchased a couple of APL terminals 
to use at home (…yes, terminals, not PCs). 
Starting in the mid-1970s, I was a guest 
user of the Sharp APL system, and had an 

email account there, and I thought, this is 
terrific —we should have something like this. 
So although I never saw any of their code, I 
created an email system[37] at IBM based on 
the ideas that I got from the I.P. Sharp email 
system.

Email was still quite rare in these days, so 
following the Sharp system, mine ended up 
also being another one of the first email sys-
tems (but obviously not the first)— and of 
course, all written APL.

Now, since I am not an authority on the 
STSC or IPSA mail systems, let me tell you 
about the follow-on system that I created.

In support of our timesharing system, I 
had a great manager at IBM, Bill Davis, who 
gave me the freedom to work on the proj-
ects that I felt needed to be done, so having 
seen the IPSA mail system, I decided email 
would be a good thing to have.

It started as a personal project in 1979, 
and I released it to the world in the summer 
of 1981… and by “the world” I mean that 
on Day One, our users in seventeen coun-
tries had email. They were all running on 
our mainframe computers there in Kings-
ton, New York, so we had people in Japan, 
Australia, Switzerland, Germany, France, 
England, Argentina, Brazil —all around the 
world— logging on to the Kingston system 
to do their daily work, and now for the first 
time, also to get their email.

Before I put my email system together, I 
went to Toronto and met with Leslie Gold-
smith to ask him what I should be really fo-
cusing on if I create my own email system. 
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He said the Number One Priority needs to 
be security— he said that they have com-
peting companies on their system, all using 
email, and they have to know that it is se-
cure, that nobody else can see their email. So 
that was one thing that I made a big point of 
with my system, to ensure that every thing 
was very secure and that nothing could get 
misdelivered. There were even some new 
features added to the APL interpreter itself 
to ensure the security of the messages.

Now, flash forward to today and look at 
our current email providers: How secure 
is email these days? If you were signing up 
for this conference, you might go on to a 
website with your credit card number to re-
serve a hotel— that may be fine. But would 
you send it by email? I would suggest not.

A lot of different groups within IBM used 
our email system, but I was particularly 
interested in hearing that IBM Headquar-
ters in Armonk became interested in this 
system and adopted it as their method of 
sending out all of the IBM Corporate Com-
munications announcements around the 
world. So all of the new product announce-
ments and executive promotions and IBM 
earnings statements, and so forth —every-
thing that went up on the (physical) IBM 
bulletin boards worldwide— came through 
my email system.

All of these various APL-based email sys-
tems predated Compu Serve, just in case 
anyone still remembers that (limited email 
in 1989 and full support in 1992), AOL 
email (1991), and Yahoo (1997). It greatly 
predated Google (1998) and Google’s Gmail 

(2004), and of course it predated personal 
computers.

It also predated the commercial Internet 
(early 1990s). Sharp had their own IPSANET; 
so how did I send email around the world 
at IBM? Well, IBM had its own global net-
work, called VNET[38] (mid-1970s),  some por-
tions of which still exist, but of course the 
Internet has taken over for a lot of that now.

An attempt to standardize email formats 
came in September of 1973 from the Inter-
net Engineering Task Force (IETF),[39] but  it 
was then nearly a decade until SMTP (Simple 
Mail Transfer Protocol) was introduced as 
the standardized format for email messages, 
using the now-familiar “@”-symbol in email 
addresses (August 1982).[40]

All of this came a decade after many APL 
users had already been using global email.

I’ll emphasize again that of course I realize 
that I was certainly not the first one to cre-
ate an email system; I don’t claim to be, and 
I don’t even claim to be the first one to create 
it in APL code. I applaud Larry Breed and the 
others who got the APL world on-line with 
email.

The point of this discussion is that APL was 
very early to the game with email. In fact, it 
was early enough that with the first release 
of my system I had to explain to people what 

“email” was. Some people said to me, “Of 
course I know what ‘mail’ is, but what is the ‘e’ 
part? …Does that somehow make it different?”

Yes… yes, it does….
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■ Advanced DNA analysis

Getting into more current topics now, tech-
niques for DNA analy sis have been done 
since the mid-1980s by many people, using 
many different tools and languages. But 
imagine what could be accomplished if we 
were to bring in a person who knows both 
DNA and APL.

Charles Brenner is a renowned expert in DNA 
analysis and in APL. In his words, he “lever-
ages the nimbleness of APL to identify crimi-
nals, fathers, World Trade Center and tsu-
nami victims, and determine race using DNA 
in a world of fast-changing DNA identification 
technology.” He speaks of his DNA works as 
“an application tailor-made for APL.”

In April 2013 he entered into a compe-
tition through NIST (National Institute of 
Standards and Technology). Over a hund-
red entrants competed. Five problems were 
presented, each having difficult situations 
for DNA analysis.

In his words, “One of the competitors (sup-
ported by years and millions of dollars of 
government grants) got four problems right 
and came close on the fifth, viewing it as a 
three-person mixture, but in fact it was four.”

Brenner alone correctly analyzed all five 
exercises, and furthermore correctly diag-
nosed one suspect as a mixed race person.

Brenner is doing this with Dyalog APL.[41]

He said, “We APLers try to be modest but it’s 
not always easy. Sometimes there’s just not much 
to be modest about.”[42-46]

► Section 2: Things that APL 
Pioneered

■ Uniformity of math notation

Iverson used to point out that when people say 
that they had a hard time with math in school, 
the all-too-common comment is that their 
math teachers must not have been very good. 
Ken has suggested that this may be misplaced 
blame; part of the blame should be on the 
notation itself, which is saddled with differ-
ent rules for so many different operations:

In conventional math notation, someti-
mes the function has to be on the left (a); 
sometimes it’s on the right (b). Sometimes 
it’s on both sides (c). Sometimes we have 
symbols that are scattered around each 
other (d). Sometimes we have just one sym-
bol, but it goes part way around the num-
bers and semi-encloses it… and there may 
not even be an official symbol for the result 
that we actually want; in this case, the re-
mainder (e). And for something as simple as 
division, why isn’t there one standard way 
to write it? We have several totally different 
ways of writing it, and all of them are in 
very common usage (f). Ken thought this 
could be improved, so he provided a means 
of making math notation much more uniform, 
and even apart from programming —just 
for some one learning math— I think that this 
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is a wonderful step forward, and I’m hoping 
that more attention can be put to this in the 
future, just as part of basic learning in schools.

■ Introduction of new symbols

It was pointed out that Ken Iverson is the 
only mathematician in history to put more 
than two new symbols into common usage— 
that is, of course, assuming that we consider 
APL to be “in common usage.” It was Donald 
McIntyre who made that observation, in his 
paper, “From Hieroglyphics to APL”.[47,48]

Confucius has told us that “Signs and sym-
bols rule the world, not words nor laws.” (Okay, 
although I have often seen this quoted, I can’t 
actually vouch for its authenticity. …It might 
be apocryphal, but it is food for thought.)

■ International language

I see APL as being the only truly internation al 
programming language. (I am considering 
only serious work-related languages, not toy 
languages, and I am grouping APL’s deriv a-
tive languages, such as J and K, with APL.)

For an expression that I write for finding 
unique values (shown below),   I is unique 
(…I try to tell people that, by the way…), 
then if I transfer this code to a user in ano-
ther country, he should be able to read the 
code just as easily. A problem with other 
languages is, because English has been used 

so commonly for programming languages, 
if you are in France or Germany and want 
to do some programming, often you need 
to learn some English first so that you know 
the keywords in the operations. And if you 
are in Greece or Russia or Japan or China, 
for instance, you may have to gain some 
familiarity with the Latin alphabet, which 
we use here, in order to use a programming 
language. Not so with APL.

And sure, although English is widely used 
for technical work of all kinds, not all pro-
gramming languages use English; there are 
languages that are localized for use in other 
countries, of course — but then they are 
also trapped in that language. APL makes 
it much simpler — the code should always 
be the same; only the comments and the 
object names need to be in local languages.

With APL, whether I’m showing it to a 
Spanish audience or French audience or Ja-
panese audience, we have no keywords, so 
the code is going to be the same; the com-
ments may differ, but the code itself should 
always be the same. So I maintain that it’s 
still the only truly international language.

You might say, ah, but how about if I get 
an error message… that’s in English, isn’t 
it? What do we do about that? Under APL2, 
National Language Translation[49] lets you 
specify what national language you prefer, 
and that’s what is used for error messages:

Figure: APL coding with different national languages
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      1 2 3  4 5
LENGTH ERROR
      1 2 34 5
          

      NLT'DEUTSCH'

      1 2 3  4 5
LAENGENFEHLER
      1 2 34 5
          

System commands also can be entered in 
your national language and the responses 
from the system commands of course will 
come back in that language. It was released 
in over a dozen languages: Danish, English, 
Finnish, French, Canadian French, German, 
Hebrew, Italian, Japanese (double-byte), 
Katakana (single byte), Norwegian, Portu-
guese, Spanish, and Swedish— with more 
added later. And Help text is also in your 
selected language.

Here’s just a bit of trivia: What do you 
think the very first national languages were 
that APL2 supported? Each of the langu-
ages that were released were specified by 
know ledgeable representatives from each 
of those countries, so they were done pro-
perly (not just done by code developers sit-
ting down with a dictionary and trying and 
translate things themselves). Those of us in 
the development group aren’t the experts in 
those various national languages, so just for 
testing, we had to have something else, and 
therefore the first alternate languages to be 
implemented were TexMex and Pig Latin… 
with TexMex being things like, “WORKSPACE 
ESAVED.”

■ Array processing

Some other languages support arrays, but 
most commonly just for storage or for some 
selected operations, and I guess I don’t need 
to tell this audience, but having everything 
work as array operations was a huge pio-
neering step for APL. No one else has truly 
caught up yet.

■ First desktop Personal Computer

In discussing the first personal computer, some 
definitions need to be established, because the 
term “personal computer” hadn’t even been 
used yet when the first of the machines that 
we’ll discuss here were created. So let’s define 
a personal computer to be a desktop (or por-
ta ble) computer that’s primarily intended for 
one person to use, rather than shared use. 
These machines were commonly used in a 
home, although small businesses of course 
also found them to be a great tool.

In defining what a “personal computer” is, 
IBM’s early-1970s mainframe offering called 
VSPC (“Virtual Storage Personal Com put ing”) 
doesn’t help to clarify matters. (As an aside, 
VSPC did support APL, but this was a main-
frame offering, not a personal computer.)

So, what was the first desktop PC? The 
Apple II is commonly given the credit as 
being the first desktop computer—but was it? 
I started looking into that, and as a starting 
point, let’s look at the Apple I computer,[50,51] 
which was introduced in 1976.

The Apple I wasn’t actually a full compu-
ter. It was sold as a hand-built circuit board 

—just the board— at the Homebrew Computer 
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Club in Silicon Valley, California.[52,53,54] Steve 
Wozniak built each of these boards himself, 
by hand.[55] The Apple I lacked a keyboard, 
mon i tor, and storage, so in this first example, 
some body got his own keyboard and built 
a wooden case for it and so forth:

Figure: Apple I circuit board in a wooden case

And here’s an example of some work done by 
a person who put their circuit board into a brief-
case, to configure it as a portable computer:

Figure: An Apple I circuit board in a briefcase

But again, this first offering was just a cir-
cuit board, not a complete computer. Then, the 
following year, the Apple II computer came 
out.[56–59] This was a complete, ready-to-run 
computer, and it was said to be the first desk-
top personal computer… but again, was it?

Figure: Apple II computer

Actually, the first personal desktop compu-
ter was the IBM SCAMP machine, built in 
1973.[60] “SCAMP” meant “Special Computer 
APL Machine Portable.” This predated other 
personal computers, and it ran only APL. It 
may look vaguely familiar to some of you:

Figure: The IBM SCAMP machine, open and closed

This was the SCAMP and following are 
some excerpts[61] from IBM management 
as they donated the first SCAMP computer 
to the Smithsonian Institution in Washing-
ton, DC, where it remained on display for 
years. Following are statements made by 
Paul Friedl, the manager in charge of the 
development of the SCAMP:

“One of the reasons that I am pushing 
to exhibit SCAMP is that we want eve-
rybody to know —contrary to popular 
opinion— that the micro-computer was 
not born in January 1975, and it was not 
a technology that could only be done by 
teenagers in garages.

“So how did the innovation of SCAMP 
come about, especially within IBM, which 
at that time was largely organized around 
the concept of large centralized computers 
and timesharing terminals? It happened 
because IBM had previously created two 
laboratories in California’s Silicon Valley. 
Both of these labs were given free rein to 
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seek and develop new systems and busi-
ness oppor tunities for use within several 
years. These two facilities formed the ideal 
environment for creating a revolutionary 
device like SCAMP, the first IBM perso-
nal computer. All that was needed was a 
direction.

“The direction came in 1972 as Paul 
Friedl —that’s me— a manager in PASC 
[Palo Alto Scientific Center], conceived 
the idea for developing SCAMP, a perso-
nal, portable IBM computer. To prove 
feasibility for this idea, I presented IBM 
executives with an ambitious plan to 
build SCAMP within six months, and de-
monstrate it on the desks of IBM exec-
utives. At that time, there were no Apple 
or Microsoft Corporations, and the term 

“personal computer” had not yet entered 
into the popular lingo of computing. Since 
1972 was a highwater-mark in centralized 
mainframe computing, when the IBM execs 
heard my plan, they were stunned, and af-
ter a few seconds they spoke out: ‘Wouldn’t 
that be something!’ And that phrase be-
came our project motto. …

“Created by Ken Iverson, APL is a beau-
tiful and extremely powerful programming 
language which was in use throughout 
IBM in the 1960s and ’70s. APL could do al-
most anything, but even more importantly, 
APL changed the way you thought.”

So there are two myths which the SCAMP 
developers sought to debunk: The first per-
sonal computer was not created by two teen-
agers in their garage; it was created by IBM. 
And the first personal computer didn’t run 
BASIC; it ran only APL.

PC Magazine called the IBM SCAMP a 
“revolutionary” concept and “the world’s first 
personal computer.” And now you might 
think, this was 1973 and they didn’t know 
what was coming next month or next year, 
and they didn’t really have a perspective 
on what might be perceived as being rev-
olutionary later on — well, I want to point 
out, this was a statement they made in their 
1983 issue[62] —ten years later— so they had 
plenty of perspective, and certainly recog-
nized it as being the first personal com-
puter, and indeed, revolutionary.

After the SCAMP prototype, but before the 
IBM PC, and for that matter also before the 
Apple II was the IBM 5100:[63,64]

Figures: The IBM 5100 Computer

  The 5100 could be purch-
ased as a complete system, 
with an external tape drives 
and a printer. Below, here’s 
an ad showing a strong man, 
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holding his breath and grunting while he is 
trying to hold this 50-pound machine up in 
the air just long enough for the photo to be 
taken:

Figure: Advertisement for the IBM 5100

This magazine ad[65] said, “Now you can 
have a computer right on your desk.” That 
had never been done before. It features “a 
typewriter-like keyboard” (you probably 
wouldn’t sell a lot of machines today by 
telling people that); “a 1024-character dis-
play screen” (which is another way of say-
ing that it’s all character-based, so there’s 
no graphics); “integrated tape drive” (again, 
not a big selling point today, but certainly 
was then); and “16k characters of memory, 
expandable up to a maximum of 64k cha-
racters.” APL could easily have supported 
more memory, and the designers wanted 
to provide that for APL, but the Fortran 
implementation that they were using only 
supported 64k, and the planners insisted 
that they be kept equal. Too bad.

The ad goes on: “Also available is a com-
munications feature, which allows a 5100 to 
be used as a terminal.”  Our department got 
two of these machines when they came out, 

and they were wonderful as terminals. One 
of the nice things was that we weren’t limi-
ted to 134 baud(!) anymore on the 2741 
dial-up lines; now we could go to the high-
speed dial-up lines and run this baby at 300 
baud— pretty amazing… for its day. It was 
released in three models:

 • Model A was APL only
 • Model B was Basic only
 • Model C was a Combination machine: 

APL and Basic

And as an aside, just for fun, do a Google 
search sometime for IBM 5100 and John 
Titor.[66] He has been discussed on many fo-
rums as a time traveler from 2036 who has 
gone back to 1975 to get an IBM 5100 with 
APL to solve problems in 2036. And appa-
rently they also want that highly-coveted 370 
emulator that let them run APL.SV on the 
5100. (…If he is at this meeting, by the way 
—as he should be— please let me know; there 
are a few things I’d like to discuss with him…).

At 50 pounds, the 5100 may seem pretty 
heavy by today’s standards, but remember 
that it replaced what would previously have 
been half a ton of equipment. Its predeces-
sor was the IBM/1130.[67,68]

And no, that’s not on a desk, it is the desk:

Figures: Versions of the IBM/1130
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The machine on the left is an 1130 with the 
expanded memory installed: There’s an ad-
ditonal three-foot cube bolted onto the left 
side, giv ing you an extra 8k of memory— 
good for its time. And yes, it ran APL. The first 
time I saw APL running was on an 1130:

Figure: A brief sample APL session on an IBM/1130 

It was Larry Breed and Charles Brenner who 
ported APL to the IBM/1130.[69]

•

There were a few other machines which 
need to be included in these discussions. A 
Canadian company called Micro  Computer 
Machines brought out the MCM/70 com-
puter; it was demonstrated in 1973, but not 
available until the end of 1974.[70–75] It had 
an odd one-line plasma display, and was 
further notable in that it ran only APL.

Figures: The MCM/70 APL computer

Although it was predated by IBM SCAMP 
machine, due to the limited availability of the 
SCAMP, the MCM/70 can make a reason able 
claim as being the first commercially-avail able 
personal computer.

Although it was meant to be plugged in, 
the MCM/70 was also unusual in that it had 
a built-in battery, likely the first PC to offer 
that. So even if you somehow didn’t con-
sider it to be the first PC, it can certainly 
claim the title of “the first truly portable 
computer.”[76]

This brought about another first: Zbigniew 
Stachniak, the developer of the MCM/70, told 
this story:[77]

“In August 1973, MCM sent Ted Edwards 
to the APL Congress in Copenhagen with 
a prototype of the MCM/70. What was 
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unusual about that MCM/70 was that 
it was mounted in an attaché case and 
was operating on batteries. Edwards was 
not only able to board the plane with this 
unusual device but also reviewed his pre-
sentation using that MCM/70 during the 
flight to Copenhagen. This constitutes 
an other ‘first’ for MCM: the first portable 
computer operated during a flight. And, 
of course, that ‘laptop’ was running MCM/
APL. The MCM/70 story was picked  up by 
the Danish daily Politiken on 1973-09-28.” 

As an aside, if you haven’t read the stories on 
Roger Hui’s “APL Quotations and Anec dotes” 
webpage from Jsoftware,[78] I encourage you 
to do so. There is a wonderful collection of 
interesting and informative APL stories there.

The MCM/70 also broke ground in another 
area: Back in 1975, this was the machine that 
intro duced APL to the Soviet Union. The 
Com puting Center of the Academy of Sci-
ences of the USSR purchased several of the 
MCM/70 machines.[79–82]

Regarding other machines which have  some-
times been called “the first PC,” you might hear 
that the Altair 8800 [83,84] was the first PC. It 
actually came a few months later, in 1975:

And then there was the intriguing Ampere 
WS-1, an APL laptop produced by Nippon-
Shingon in Tokyo.[85–89] Although it isn’t a 
contender for the first PC, it was a very early 
laptop — probably even pre dating that term, 
as they called it a “knee-top” machine. This 
very snazzy-looking APL-only laptop was re-
leased in 1985, with all of the sexy, curvace-
ous styling of a sleek sports car:

Figures: Ampere WS-1 APL laptop

And there’s a reason for that: The Ampere 
WS-1 APL laptop was designed by Kumeo 
Tamura, who also designed the exterior lines 
of the iconic 1970 Datsun 240z sports car:[90,91]

Figure: Design concept for the 1970 Datsun 240z

…So, sure, might as well make use of that 
design a second time.

Unfortunately, the Ampere WS-1 failed its 
FCC (Federal Communications Commission) 
certification for the U. S. marketplace, so it was 
never able to be sold in the United States.
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So, regarding the first desktop PCs, here was 
the progression:

Timeline:

• IBM SCAMP — APL only . .  July 1973
• MCM/70 — APL only  . . . .  Nov 1974
• Altair 8800 . . . . . . . . . . . . Jan 1975
• IBM 5100 — APL and Basic  .  Sept 1975
• Apple I circuit board  . . . . .  July 1976
• Commodore PET . . . . . . . .  Jan 1977
• Apple II computer . . . . . . .  Apr 1977
• Radio Shack TRS-80  . . . . .  Aug 1977
• IBM PC (5150) .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .   Aug 1981
• Ampere WS-1 — APL only .  .  Nov 1985

•

All in all, APL played a larger role in the early 
PCs than you might have expected. So why 
wasn’t APL considered as the default language 
for PCs? Well, to some extent, it was.

Prior to forming Microsoft, Bill Gates had 
already known about APL. Gates met with 
Ian Sharp, Eric Iverson, and Bob Bernecky at 
IPSA in the very early days of PCs, and 
talked about using APL.[92] In February of 
1976, Bill Gates announced via “An Open 
Letter to Hobbyists” that Micro-Soft (as it 
was named back then) was working on 
“writing 8080 APL and 6800 APL.”[93] Accor-
ding to Zbigniew Stachniak from MCM, 
Gates stated that “Equivalence with the 5100 
was my goal.”[94] Stachniak further stated, “It 
was not until 1979 that Microsoft announced 
its APL-80 interpreter for the Intel 8080 and 
Zilog Z80 platforms. It was to be out in April 
1979 and compatible with IBM’s APL.SV 
software. But in the end the Microsoft APL-
80 proved to be vaporware and by the early 
1980s, it was Microsoft’s BASIC and not APL 

that was installed on the majority of personal 
computers.” So in the end, the Microsoft APL 
products never saw the light of day.

This is reminiscient of the VHS-versus-Beta 
format wars. We can argue about which 
system is better, but there is no doubt that 
marketing plays a very important role in 
public acceptance.

Personally, I think that it’s a good thing that 
Microsoft didn’t pursue APL further— be-
cause if they had created their own version 
of APL, I have to think that it might have 
ended up being vastly altered from what we 
are accustomed to today, and due to volume, 
might have become the accepted standard 
for APL. I am pleased with the APL offerings 
and continued development that we are see-
ing these days, from multiple companies.

■ Early pocket calculators

Going down to the very small end, in about 
1972, at a time when pocket calculators were 
very new, Walt Niehoff at IBM in Endicott, 
New York worked on creating a handheld APL 
calculator. (To steal a line from the SCAMP 
folks, “Wouldn’t that be something!”) I re-
member seeing the breadboarded proto type 
for this, which filled several feet of a rack cab-
i net in his lab in Endicott. But I’m sorry to re-
port that it did not get released as a product.

Just as an aside, the HP-35 calculator,[95] 
launched in early 1972, was the first pocket 
calculator to be released with scientific 
functions, able to replace a slide rule; other 
calculators of the time had only four func-
tions. I am told that Hewlett Packard de-
signed that calculator using APL\1130.[96]
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■ Supercomputers

At the other end of the scale are the super-
computers. So what is a supercomputer, 
and what drives it? In the mid-1980s, IBM 
viewed a supercomputer as being their top-
end mainframe machines which were also 
fitted with the IBM Vector Facility;[97,98,99] 
which turned their largest mainframe into 
a super computer. The Vector Facility was 
supported only by Fortran and APL, and 
that made APL very popular with IBM. 
And it was our Numerically Intensive Com-
puting Group in Kingston that created that.

And one of the really beautiful points 
about using APL with a Vector Facility is 
that no one’s code has to change at all — no 
tweaks, no changes, and no recompiling… 
come Monday morning, even old code just 
runs faster. Fortran couldn’t offer that.

■ APL in Cancer Research

In 1989, Prof. Dr. Hans-Peter Meinzer, at 
the German cancer-research center DKFZ 
(“Deutsches Krebsforschungszentrum”) in 
Heidelberg, Germany, analyzed Magnetic 
Resonance Images (MRI) and Computer 
To mog ra phy (CT) scans with APL using 
an IBM 3090 mainframe with the Vector 
Facility.

Previously, the many images that are crea-
ted by the MRI (a) and CT scans (b) had 

to be viewed individually (c), but using the 
array-processing power of APL, Dr. Mein-
zer was able to produce highly-detailed 3-D 
medical images (d):

Using sophisticated techniques of anato-
mic segmentation and semi-transparent 
raytracing (e), Dr. Meinzer was able to 
con struct 3-D rotating views (f) of a hu-
man head of a patient who had a cancerous 
tumor:

Figures: MRI and CT scans and viewing of images 

A demonstration video of this, called 
“View ing the Invisible,” was shown at the 
APL90 Conference in Copenhagen. John 
Mizel, Michael Van Der Meulen, and my-
self, in IBM’s Numerically-Intensive  Com-
puting group in Kingston, New York colla-
borated with Dr. Meinzer in creating this 
video.[100] (I apologize for the low-quality 
images shown here; Dr. Meinzer’s procedure 
produced very high-quality images; however, 
these images are the result of viewing a quarter-
century-old VHS tape on poor equipment.)

The goal was to provide physicians with 
better visualization techniques, giving them 
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the means of seeing details which might 
otherwise go undetected until the moment of 
actual surgery.

Thanks to the array-handling power of 
APL and the increased processing power of 
the Vector Facility, Dr. Meinzer’s work far 
surpassed any medical imaging that had 
ever been done prior to his work.

■ Complex TV graphics

In the 1980s, all of the major U. S. TV net-
works suddenly came on the air with fancy, 
glistening, highly-reflective 3-D floating type 
and images that fly in from the side with 
swooshing sounds and so forth.

These days, we are so used to seeing fancy 
3-D logos and images that we scarcely no-
tice them anymore, but back in the early 
1980s, they were stunning. And they all 
seemed to arrive at the same time. I re-
member thinking back then, how is it that 
all of the television networks have come up 
with that simultaneously? 

Figures: Early TV logos and images made with APL

All of these logos appeared at about the same 
time because they were all created by the same 
person: It was Judson Rosebush,[101] using APL 
and Fortran. His company was Digital Effects, 
Inc.[102] He was creating the graphics by ac-
tually dialing into the STSC APL system in 
Bethesda from New York City, and doing it all 
via dial-up time sharing (at 1200 baud). I was 
told that one month his timeshar ing bill hit a 
quarter of a million dollars, and at that point 
he reportedly decided that it may be time to 
get their own mainframe.[103]

By the way, regarding the spinning globe 
that was used for the NBC Nightly News intro, 
a little-known fun-fact is that their first pass 
of the animation inadvertently had the globe 
spinning in the wrong direction, so it had 
to be reworked.[103]

In addition to creating the network logos 
with APL, they also created a lot of TV com-
mercials for companies around the world 
using APL-generated graphics. Digital Ef-
fects became so closely associated with this 
work that its name became a noun for this 
type of work.[102] Additionally, Digital Ef-
fects did some work on movies; in Xanadu, 
complex scene transitions were created by 
Judson Rosebush with APL.[104]

Judson Rosebush’s company, Digital Ef-
fects, was also one of four companies that 
collaborated to create the movie Tron in 
1982.[105] This movie used APL heavily for 
creating the visual effects. But although 
Tron was a groundbreaking film, it was 
never presented with an Oscar for techni-
cal achievement or special effects. Why? …
Because at the time, the Academy felt that 
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Tron had “cheated” by using computers to 
create the scenes.[106]

Figure: Graphics from the TRON movie

■ Robust word processing

Part of my job has always been to write doc-
u men ta tion, so word processing has always 
been important to me. Finding the tools to do 
that has been difficult at times. It’s so simple 
now — we sit down at any PC, and we have 
Microsoft Word or whatever other tool you 
want. These days, I have Adobe InDesign 
on my machine; that’s a wonderful tool for 
text processing and page layout. But before 
Microsoft Word came out in 1983… before 
WordPerfect appeared, back in 1979… and 
even before WordStar and TEX appeared in 
1978 — how did anyone do it? Well, back then 
there was [fanfare] The APL Text Machine.[107]

The APL Text Machine was originally 
called APL text (pronounced “appletext”). 
The version that was first used in Yorktown 
Heights was designed by Adin Falkoff, and 
Mordecai (Morty) Zryl was the APL pro-
grammer. Later enhancements were added 
by Elizabeth Llanso. Maintenance was han-
dled by Don Orth starting in 1974.

The APL Text Machine was used to pro-
duce the first APL\360 manual in late 
1966 or early 1967. Agnes Carlin used it to 

produce several of Ken Iverson’s books, e.g., 
Elementary Algebra.

The APL Text Machine was started in the late 
1960s, and formalized by the 1970s. It was 
put out into the APL Public Library at that 
point, so that any of our users could use it. It 
really solved a lot of problems for us. With the 
text machine we could —for the first time— 
have the printer “automatically” switch fonts 
back and forth. When we were writing APL 
documentation, we had to have that. For 
other people who were writing purely text 
documents, perhaps this wasn’t as necessary 
and you could get by with lesser tools, but 
we needed something robust.

By the way, I put the word “automatically” 
in quotes when I spoke of font switching, 
because of course we were using the IBM 
Selectric typing element[108,109,110] (or “type 
ball”) back then, and so it wasn’t really au-
tomatic. We had to manually switch the 
type ball but the point is that we could do it 
now — the APL Text Machine finally pro-
vided the commands for controlling it.

Our IBM 3211 system printer was set up 
with an “APLFULL” print train, which con-
tained the APL font plus an upright caps 
and lowercase text font, so the APL Text 
Machine could print on that device without 
any manual intervention, but the print qual-
ity wasn’t good enough for publications; it 
was really just meant for daily reports. For 
publications, I chose the Selectric termi-
nal with a high-quality single-pass Mylar 
ribbon.

As an aside, I went onto the Web to get 
a couple of pictures of Selectric type balls 
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for the presentation, and I thought that it 
was pretty funny that the picture of the APL 
type ball was of course missing a couple of 
teeth. That seemed to always be the case; re-
member that? It would then misprint some of 
the characters because the printer couldn’t 
rotate it properly:

Figure: Selectric type balls

These days, we don’t even think about the 
complexities involved in changing fonts; we 
just switch fonts back and forth within Word 
and then print it on pretty much any printer. 
But it wasn’t always that easy.

Here’s a portion of a page from a news-
letter that I put together back in 1980. This 
was a Reference Issue of Jot Dot Times[111] 
that showed how to use, in this case, Pic-
ture Format. It doesn’t look like it would be 
that hard to type this up, except that we re-
alize that we need to switch fonts back and 
forth — and not just within blocks of text, 

but buried within paragraphs, too, so ma-
nual (physical) cut-and-paste was just far 
too involved to consider:

The highlighted part is in the APL font and 
the rest is in a text font. The APL Text Machine 
let me enter codes to indicate all of the for-
matting that I wanted, including font swit-
ching. But having it stop and make me change 
type balls back and forth, perhaps many times 
in each paragraph, would be far too tedious, 
so it had an easier approach: For each page, 
it would print just the text portion first…

…and I would then roll the page back up to 
the top, change the type ball, and press En-
ter, and it would print just the APL portion 
of that page:
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At this point you would hopefully end up 
with the two parts lined up. Yes, there were 
indeed some spoiled pages, but this is a 
photo of a page from the actual newsletter 
that I published, so they certainly could be 
made to line up:

So, we’re done now, right? Well, no, not 
quite. Unlike more modern products like 
MS Word, the APL Text Machine didn’t 
have any provision for drawing the lines 
around tables… not because that couldn’t 
be programmed into it, but because back 
then, we didn’t have any printers that could 
draw the lines—everything was character-
based. So the lines had to be drawn in man-
ually, very carefully, using a technical-
illustrator’s pen (sometimes producing, of 
course, some more spoiled pages):

It was quite a task to create APL manuals 
years ago, but thanks to the APL Text Machine, 
we finally had the tools to do it. But there were 
APL manuals before the APL Text Machine 
was available, so you may ask, how did they 
do it? The answer is: poorly… very poorly:

This is an APL manual from 1960s,[112] prior 
to the APL Text Machine. Headings were just 
done with underscored letters and the text 
was all caps, because the APL type ball didn’t 
have lowercase. Remember that we needed 
to have text and APL symbols intermixed, and 
prior to the APL Text Mach ine, the tools for 
doing that just didn’t exist.

■ Commands within text

One of the things that came out of this for-
matting work is the introduction of read-
able commands within text. The APL Text 
Machine let you type your text and at the 
beginning of the line, if you put in a delimiter 
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character, like a slash, what came after that 
was a command rather than text. We are very 
used to that now with a lot of facilities we 
use, but where did this come from? Well, 
IBM Script was released in 1970, and it had 
readable commands within text like that. 
TEX was released in 1978, and it is certainly 
based on this concept (and by the way, I 
was told that Donald Knuth modeled TEX 
in APL[113]). SGML (Standard General Markup 
Language) was formalized in 1986, and its 
cousin, HTML (HyperText Markup Lan-
guage) was released in 1993. All of these facil-
ities used this approach of embedding com-
mands within text. But before any of these 
were available, we had the APL Text Machine.

A patent claim was presented to IBM in the 
1980s claiming ownership of the concept of 
embedding readable commands within text. 
That claim found its way to Adin Falkoff who 
then contacted me, and we were able to show 
that SGML and TEX and others were predated 
by the APL Text Machine.

■ On-line documents in court

From 1969 to 1982, the United States Govern-
ment pursued a major lawsuit against IBM 
regarding the unbundling of software and 
services[114,115]; this 13-year antitrust lawsuit 
was eventually dropped in 1982. But while it 
was in process, it was a huge “you bet your 
company” undertaking, where the IBM legal 
team knew that the entire future of the IBM 
Corporation was dependent upon the evi-
dence that they could present in court about 
how IBM was conducting its business.

With so much documentation that could be 
called up in court, they wanted to have on-line 

access to documents in court, so that any of 
perhaps millions of memos and other doc-
uments could be called up instantly. These 
days, of course, any large case would do that, 
but back then, it was a brand-new concept 
to bring a terminal into the courtroom to 
call up documents pertinent to the case.

They were doing all this with APL, and in 
fact, were doing it on our Kingston APL time-
sharing system. Chuck Norcutt and I got in-
volved to assist with it. One of problems was 
that the code had been written by a summer 
student and it was too slow —that old story— 
and so of course, we said, “Okay; let’s look 
at the code.” Gasps from the legal team! You 
can’t look at the code — it’s Registered IBM 
Confidential, and it’s very, very sensitive, so 
absolutely not — no one can look at the code. 
Well then, the big challenge became, how do 
you speed up code when you’re not allowed to 
look at it? Is that even possible?

Surprisingly, the answer to that is yes. It 
turned out that an outgrowth of that court case 
was an APL application that Chuck Norcutt 
worked on in my department (with a little help 
from me), called “Pareto.” Vilfredo Pareto 
(1848–1923)[116] was an Italian economist, 
and one of his findings was that around 80% 
of the result of almost anything is generally 
based on about 20% of its components. Apply-
ing his precepts to code, you turn on the 
timer and then just run your application nor-
mal ly; its timing analysis will show you the 
20% of the code that’s taking most of the time, 
and then you can fix just that portion — the 
rest of it isn’t nearly as consequential. That 
timing facility later became the APL Appli-
cation Performance Analysis[117,118] tool that 
is now built-in to the APL2 interpreter.
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■ If APL is so good, where are the 
derivative languages?

Morgan Stanley’s Aplus[12] (or “A+”) was de-
rived from other APL systems— some people 
call Aplus a derivative language, and some 
people simply consider it to be another APL 
dialect, just as Sharp APL and IBM APL2 
differ somewhat, but both are APL dialects.

Ken Iverson’s J language[119,120] (1990) was 
a direct outgrowth of APL, and it answers the 
question, if you had to do it all over again, 
what would you change? He couldn’t simply 
choose to change the APL language because 
of the impact to the installed user base. J was 
a brand-new language, to get around that 
issue. And now K[121,122] (1993) is a further 
derivative, and Kx[123] (1993) grew from that.

Additionally, ALGOL 68 was greatly influ-
enced by APL, and even used the APL type 
ball for coding. Matlab and Mathematica 
are also systems which derived from APL.

Detouring for just a moment, perhaps you 
have seen “Zippy the Pinhead ” comics in the 

newspapers. Shown  below is the “Symbol- 
Minded” strip [124] where Zippy is trying to 
figure out what “J” is doing.

And now let’s talk about one more deriva-
tive of APL…

■ Spreadsheets

My final topic here is on spreadsheets: Where 
do spreadsheets come from? If you look up 
spreadsheets, for instance in Wikipedia,[125] 
you’ll find some discussion of IBM’s Finan-
cial Planning and Control System[126] from 
1976. It was used in 30 countries around the 
world, and is considered to be an early spread-
sheet. It was written in APL, but the users 
didn’t see APL — the underlying language 
was hidden from them.

The next step in this is credited to Dan 
Bricklin.[127,128] He was an APL user[129] and 
he reportedly admired the way that APL 
could display a matrix of numbers on the 
screen—but wouldn’t it be convenient if you 
could run the cursor up and just overtype 
a value that you wanted to change, rather 

Figure: ‘ Zippy the Pinhead ’ contemplates J [124]
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than having to index into an array. And of 
course you would then want to have it re-
calculated automatically. So while he was a 
student at the Harvard Business School, he 
developed VisiCalc[130,131] to solve some of 
what he saw as limitations in APL. This was 
in 1979, and that one application is widely 
credited with fueling the rapid growth of 
the personal computer industry. From that 
came Lotus 123 and Excel and others. He 
was presented with the Grace Murray Hop-
per Award in 1981[22] for VisiCalc. I will point 

out that spreadsheets are therefore a direct 
outgrowth of APL.

■ Concluding remarks

APL’s mark extends far beyond just its no-
tation. APL has had some major influences 
on many portions of the computer industry, 
and in many cases, we don’t even recognize 
features as being related to APL anymore, 
but APL’s influences are all around us, even 
in unexpected places. ■

Author: Jon McGrew, IBM (retired); 
Kingston, New York; phone: +1-845-338-
5558, email: McGrew@TypeMatters.com

Jon McGrew has specialized in working 
with various flavors of the APL program-
ming language throughout most of his ca-
reer, since 1971. His focus has been on the 
design and development of the language 
itself (as opposed to the underlying im-
plementations), and on applications. In 
1981, McGrew developed one of the early 
widespread email systems, with service to 
seventeen countries; it was, of course, im-
plemented entirely in APL.

He has spent his career working as both 
an APL programmer and a technical 
writer, and is the author of widely-used 
programming texts (“An Introduction to 
APL2,”[132–135] and the IBM APL periodical 
“Jot Dot Times”[37,111,136]). For many years, 
McGrew hosted international APL con-
fer ences twice each year around the world, 
as the Chairman of the ITL (Interdivi-
sional Technical Liaison) Committee on 
the APL language.[31] He received the IBM 
President’s Award for service to the IBM APL 

community. He was Team Leader for APL 
applications and customer support within 
IBM. Later, he was an APL applications 
writer within IBM’s Numerically Intensive 
Computing group, providing support for 
APL on supercomputers. He then joined 
IBM’s APL Language Development group 
under IBM’s Scientific Languages, where 
he did applications programming for APL 
products. On the side, he volunteered for 
twelve years as the Production Editor for 
SIGAPL’s “APL Quote Quad” under ACM 
(the Association for Computing Machi-
nery), the programming community’s ma-
jor professional society.

Later, McGrew worked in the Aplus Devel-
opment and Support group[13] at Morgan 
Stanley Dean Witter, supporting the Aplus 
language[12] and developing and teaching 
classes for their in-house version of APL.

McGrew is the 2001 recipient of the in-
dustry-wide Iverson Award (“The Kenneth 
E. Iverson Award for Outstanding Contri-
bution to the Development and Application 
of APL”),[137] presented at the international 
APL conference, held at Yale University.
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